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Does The Nest Box 

Industry Need 
Regulation?

Should nest boxes have an 
Australian Standard?

In the dozen or so years that Hollow Log 
Homes  have been involved in designing, 
building, installing and monitoring nest 
boxes we have seen many small 
businesses start with great enthusiasm, 
only to close their doors after a couple of 
years. These businesses continue to make 
a number of fundamental  mistakes that 
serve to undermine the value,  knowledge 
and hands on research that has served to 
prioritise nest boxes as an essential 
compensatory resource for native fauna. 
Common mistakes include:(1) a lack of 
knowledge of hollow dependent species, 
with some businesses doing no research 
at all, many are prepared to pay for very 
flashy websites yet  won't even borrow a 
book from a library to learn about the 
species they are supposedly targeting;  
(2) there is evidence of little research 
around the materials being used to 
construct the boxes, the sealants they 
coat them in and the attachment methods 
being used to install them, resulting in 
poorly constructed products with very 
limited life spans that are often not 
environmentally sustainable; and(3) 
many of these ‘pop-up,’ businesses do 
not know how to price a project, 

resulting in boxes being ‘under or over’ 
supplied and often being installed in 
unsuitable sites because of budgeting 
errors or constraints. 

Over the years, we at Hollow Log Homes 
have assisted several interstate nest box 
businesses to  get off the ground.  We 
have shared  15 years of research and 
design, reinforcing those three vital 
points, along with the sentiment “do not 
aspire to build cheaper nest boxes than 
us, aspire to build better ones!” Some 
may think “so what if I buy a cheaper 
box and it only lasts a couple of years’. 
In a private backyard environment this 
m a y b e w e l l a n d g o o d w h e r e 
maintenance and repairs can be easily 
carried out.   However on a commercial 
scale, in a site that is for environmental 
protection,  compensation or restoration, 
this is not a viable option.  Nest boxes 
are now being used all over Australia in 
huge pro jec ts involv ing habi ta t 
restoration, with offsets helping  many 
species  recover after habitat loss due to 
development or natural disasters. One 
project in N.S.W has just had 680 boxes 
installed with a 5 year monitoring 
component which demonstrates the 
recognition of the essential role nest 
boxes now play in the future of 
Australian native fauna (and this is not 
the biggest project we have heard of ).   
Recently we received an order for a 
number of boxes to replace some cheaper 
boxes that had been rejected by the 

installer half way through the installation 
process, with some of these inferior 
boxes falling apart during the initial 
install. One can hardly blame the client 
in this situation for trying these boxes as 
the website looks very impressive and 
the client assumes the expertise and 
professionalism of the supplier.

This is where the argument for an 
Australian Standard can be aptly 
demonstrated. For the sake of the species 
that are supposedly being assisted there 
needs to be standards for the quality of 
construction. The designs need to be 
proven to have been successful for the 
targeted species. The materials used need 
to be long lasting and non toxic, a nest 
box should last no less than ten years. We 
promote the initiation of an Australian 
Standard for all (commercially sold) nest 
boxes this should include prohibiting the 
nailing and screwing of boxes to living 
trees. Tents have never been seen as a 
permanent solution for housing refugees, 
just as nest boxes will never be an 
adequate replacement for a hollow tree. 
However when there is a need for their 
use, then a client should have a choice of 
well researched, sturdily constructed 
boxes built to an acceptable Australian 
standard. Until there is proper 
accreditation for nest boxes and their 
installation methods in Australia the 
industry cannot progress in the way 
that it needs to.  
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Native Bees In Boxes 
A pleasant surprise 
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Does the Nest Box Industry 
need regulation?

A brief look at the reasons why 
there needs to be an Australian 
standard for nest boxes. 
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Species Profile 
Squirrel Glider

Pterosaurs norfolcensis
Status: Vulnerable; 

Nest box types used by this species; 
Small Parrot 60%

Possum or larger 20%

Owlet-nightjar 46%

Rear Entry Glider 80%

Front Entry Glider 80%

Pardalote/Kingfisher 22%,

These statistics come from 2153 boxes checked by 
hollow Log Homes over a 10 year period. 

Squirrel gliders are one of the most prolific 
species to use nest boxes. This species is listed as 
vulnerable across much of its home range 
therefore to find so many colonies  using 
nest boxes is always a great joy. As can be seen by 
the box usage, boxes with small entrance holes are 
favoured by this species and they will often use 
boxes with entrance holes that appear far too small 
for them. We have watched as a glider struggles to 
get out of a hole, squeezing and elongating itself. 
Where there are boxes  with varying sized entrance 
holes the nest boxes with the smallest holes will 
be the favoured ones. This may be because they 
are aware that if the entrance hole is  almost too 
small for them to  enter then a predator larger than 
them will not  be able to get through (the innate 
intelligence of nature).  When implementing a nest 
box program targeting Squirrel Gliders we 
recommend putting up five boxes per colony as 
they will  change their nest holes from time to 
time, this we believe may also be a defence 
against predators. They will  also  use any  available 
hollows or nest boxes  as  shelter when they are out 
foraging should a predator appear, invariably 
ducking into the nearest  hollow without delay (be 
it a bottom opening bat box or a glider box). 

Two young gliders(joeys) are born in late winter 
to  early spring. As with all  marsupials they are 
tiny  when first born and attach themselves to the 
teats in the mothers pouch, where they stay for 
about 70 days. Once they get too big for the pouch 
the mother will leave them in the nest early in the 
evening while she goes  out to feed. There will 
often be sub adults who are also left in the nest 
hole on babysitting duty  until the mother returns. 
On her return, the babies  will  nuzzle up to her 

pouch and feed while the older gliders are free to 
leave the nest to forage. 

Squirrel Gliders line their nest holes with 
eucalyptus leaves. In winter time, they seem to 
favour one particular nest hole that  can be full to 
the brim with leaves and the gliders bury 
themselves beneath ( as in photo on left).  The 
photo on right  shows a female glider with pouch 
young. Squirrel Gliders are found on the eastern 
seaboard  of Australia, 

SOME HOLLOW LOG 
HOMES STATISTICS

Hollow Log Homes 
Nest boxes for wildlife since 1999

TOTAL NUMBER 
Nest boxes to date: 15,010
Total number of boxes audited from 2001-
December  2011: 4309. 
Average habitation rate across all audited 
boxes from 2001 to present 74.8%;
2010 Number of sites audited 26; 
Number of nest boxes across all sites 555; 
Habitation rate across all sites 78.5%
2011 Janury-1st December 23 sites audited 
Number of nest boxes across all sites 796; 
Average habitation rate across all sites 
2011 80.5%;

Number of native species recorded 
using Hollow Log Homes nest boxes 

Bird: 14 species 

Mammal:  18 species 

Reptiles:  6 species 

Frogs:  3 species 

Insects:  1 species 

There are also a number of other 
species found in nest boxes such as 
mud wasps, ants, mites and spiders 
who perform a vital role in 
maintaining the ecological balance. 

Native Bees
Trigona carbonaria

One of the most surprising  species that we find in 
our nest  boxes when doing  an audit is Native 
Bees. There are over 15,000 species of bees 
native to Australia. We have only recorded one of 
these using our nest boxes .We do not make a 
specific box for this species, however, the most 
common box we get them in is the glider box. 
This is probably because of the size of the box 
and the relatively small entrance hole. As the bees 
close over the entrance hole,  the smaller it is to 
start with the easier this will be for them to do.  
At one site in Logan, we have bee colonies in six 
of the ten boxes installed on site with all ten being 
glider boxes.  This site is  quite unusual. On most 
sites where we have native bees using boxes they 
just  establish colonies one or two of the boxes. 
These bees are essential to the pollination of 
much of our Australian flora. The two biggest 
threats to their existence are land  clearing and 
feral European bees. European bees are a threat to 
them in two ways;  (1) the larger European Bee 
will  rob the flowers of pollen and nectar without 
actually pollinating the native plants thus starving 
out the smaller native bees; (2) they may actually 
rob the hive and take over the hollow that the 
Native Bees have  colonised.  While we often 
poison  European Bees  in nest boxes, we always 
rejoice at the sight of Native Bees.


